Teachable Moments - TALK LIKE A PIRATE album
1) Talk Like a Pirate - gives specific examples and general instructions about how to
talk like a pirate on September 19 or any other day.
2) Pirate Party Pooper – a silly song that recognizes boredom while giving
encouragement
3) Peggy the Peg-leg-osaurus - use of imagination, Norse Mythology reference,
Geography references, and a mention of thesaurus.
4) Wigglely Giggley Squigglely Squid - a tongue twister that encourages dancing and
moving.
5) Buccaneer Ben, My Brother - sibling appreciation and an example of introverts and
extroverts getting along.
6) Duncan’s Sunken Treasure - treasure can be more than material objects.
7) Pirate Alphabet – a parody of the ABC’s, homonym of C and sea
8) Friendly Pirate had a Ship – a parody of Old MacDonald that features sea creatures
9) Nine lives of Lucky - promotes nine areas of personal growth and demonstrates the
unique characteristic of the number nine (9 x 2 = 18, and 1 + 8 = 9, etc)
10) See Me by the Sea - features the homonym of see and sea, the word sea in
French, homonym of pair and pear
11) Anastasia’s Dance - gentle music
12) Pirate Grace O’Malley - history and myths around this Irish woman pirate.
13) Sink the Cheerio - comedic version of potty training for boys.
14) The Ship Will Rock - presents a rock ‘n’ roll attitude, Shakespeare reference, Old
King Cole reference
15) Tyrannosaurus RRR - dinosaur fun and an allusion to tyrant as the root of
tyrannosaurus.
16) Making Waves – song of encouragement that explores different ways that waves
can be expressed, and it has theater references
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